
Addendum to Second Call 
LARIM 2019: XVI Latin American Regional IAU Meeting 
Antofagasta (Chile), 3-8 November 2019 
 
This is a short announcement to clarify some issues and to inform of important changes               
regarding the information provided in the Second Call of LARIM 2019 
 

● Due to many requests, the early registration period has been extended to            
2019-05-20. This deadline extension also applies for: 
 

○ Applying for benefits (see below). 
○ Submitting abstracts for requested talks. 

 
● Although we encourage registrations during the early period, the benefit of free            

dinner is applicable for the first 300 people registering for LARIM, no matter in              
which period they register for the conference (early, normal or late). We’ll release             
an announcement when we hit 300 registered participants so that participants           
301st  onwards will know how much they need to pay for dinner. 

● Applying for benefits:  
○ After conversations with IAU and the SOC, the application for benefits is            

now open to senior astronomers too. If you submitted your registration           
already but want to apply for benefits, please use the link you should have              
received by email to amend your information. 

○ Please note that later on you may be required to fill the standard IAU Grant               
Application Form to complete your application for benefits but please do not            
submit it yet and wait for our instructions. 

○ People applying for benefits can postpone the payment of their registration           
fee until the SOC releases the final allocation of benefits. People not            
receiving a fee waiver will be then expected to pay the early registration rate              
up to a week after the results are known. After that the registration rate to               
pay will be the normal one. 

● Abstracts for posters can be submitted until 2019-09-03. 
● Best poster awards: The SOC will select a poster per research area on the basis               

of scientific merit and clarity. These works will be announced during the “Asamblea             
de LARIM” and the authors will have a chance to present their work in 2 minutes to                 
the full meeting. 

 
 


